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Abstract. The paper focuses on the influence of bearing band on the flow field and aerodynamic force
of the projectile. Numerical model of projectile with and without bearing band are simulated under a
supersonic flow condition. The flow field parameters and the aerodynamic drag coefficient of models
were obtained. The numerical results indicate that the bearing band causes a detached bow shock in
front of it and increases the aerodynamic drag of the projectile obviously. Along the surface of the
projectile, the bearing band leads to flow separation, but reattached soon.
Introduction
The bearing band is the necessary configuration for the projectile which is used in rifle cannon to spin
and self-stabilization [1]. The choise of the bearing band is an indispensable work for the projectile
design [2, 3]. Nowadays, the study on bearing band focuses on its engraving process [4-8]. But with the
requirement of further range of fire and higher firing accuracy for the artillery, the effect of the bearing
band on flow field and aerodynamic force of the projectile should be regarded with some care.
In the present study, the influence of the bearing band on the flow field and aerodynamic drag of the
projectile is investigated numerically. The difference of the flow field between projectile with or without
bearing band is compared for the further research.
Numerical Method
Governing Equation The k-ε turbulence model [9] and the axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equation [10]
are used in the simulation. The N-S equation is given by
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where x is the flow direction, r is the radial.
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τ is the shearing stress, q is the heat flux, ρ is the density of the free stream, u is the axial velocity of
the free stream, v is the radial velocity of the free stream, T is the temperature of the free stream, p is the
pressure of the free stream, e is the energy per unit mass fluid (e=ρ[CvT+(u2+v2)/2]) of the free stream.
The convective term is approximated with the Van Leer splitting method [11]. The central difference
method is used for the viscous terms. The LU-SSOR scheme is used for the time integration.
Grid and Boundary Conditions As shown in Figure 1, the body-fitted grid of the projectile is given.
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Figure 1. Grid of the simulation model
The flow conditions of the simulation are shown in Table 1. The wall boundary condition is assumed
to no-slip and adiabatic.
Table 1 Boundary conditions
Free stream parameter

Unit

Value

Mach Number (Ma)

----

1.97

Pressure (p∞)

Pa

101325

Temperature (T∞)

K

300

Results and Discussion
Flow Field The distributions of Ma contours and streamlines of the projectile with or without bearing
band are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. As shown, there is a classical detached bow shock wave formed in
front of projectiles. At the bottom of projectiles, there is a violent expansion wave and a large
recirculation region is formed in the base cavity. The difference is, because of the existence of the
bearing band, a bow shock in front of it is formed. And separation and reattachment occur on the
boundary layer of the projectile. The bow shock in front of the bearing band reduces the velocity of the
flow behind it, then, the expansion flow which is behind the bottom of the projectile is weakened. A
local enlarged drawing (near the bearing band) of the Ma-streamline distribution of the projectile with
bearing band is given in Fig. 4. Along the surface of the projectile, the bearing band leads to flow
separation, but reattached soon.

Figure 2. Ma (streamline) distribution (without
bearing band)

Figure 3. Ma (streamline) distribution (with
bearing band)

Figure 4. Local enlarged drawing of the
Ma-streamline distribution (with bearing band)
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As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the distribution of temperature of the projectile with or without bearing
band are given. The temperature maximum is located in the high temperature area which is formed
inside the base cavity. The distributions of pressure of the projectile with or without bearing band are
given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The pressure maximum is located at the stagnation point.

Figure 5. Temperature distribution (without
bearing band)

Figure 6. Temperature distribution (with bearing
band)

Figure 7. Pressure distribution (without bearing
band)

Figure 8. Pressure distribution (with bearing band)

Aerodynamic drag The drag coefficient (Cd) of the projectile is given by:
1

Cd  Fd   u 2  Sref 
2


(2)
where Fd is the aerodynamic drug, Sref is the reference area (the cross section of the projectile) .
The aerodynamic drag coefficient of the projectile without bearing band is 0.3267. The aerodynamic
drag coefficient of the projectile with bearing band is 0.4783. It is obviously that the bearing band
increases the aerodynamic drag of the projectile.
Conclusion
Projectiles with and without bearing band were investigated numerically. The distribution of the flow
field and the aerodynamic drag force of the projectile under a supersonic flow condition were obtained.
The effect of the bearing band on the projectile flow field and the aerodynamic force was discussed.
Separation and reattachment occur on the boundary layer of the projectile by the existence of the
bearing band. Along the surface of the projectile, the bearing band leads to flow separation, but
reattached soon.
Bow shock is formed in front of the bearing band and the aerodynamic drag of the projectile is
increased greatly by it.
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